
Crazy Wife 1811 

Chapter 1811 The Advanced Elite Gathering (4) 

Looking at the announced list of participants in the elite gathering, the ning family couldn't help but 

discuss. 

"Why is the name list like this? The young master didn't get selected. " 

"Yup! The young master is our ning family's most dazzling genius, how can he not go?" 

"Damn, there's actually this idiot, handsome ning. How did he choose this person? It's so unfair!" 

"It's the second elder who chose the candidates. Let's go and ask him!" 

Someone took the lead and said. As soon as he said this, the suspicious and dissatisfied ning family 

members all spontaneously went to find the second elder to ask for the reason. 

The second elder, who had long been prepared, directly said to the ning family members who had come 

to question him,""This is the patriarch's will. If you have any dissatisfaction, go ask the patriarch." 

When everyone heard that, they immediately ceased all activities. 

Ask the master? How could they have the guts to do that? He dared to ask the second elder because the 

ning family had a rule that if a Clansman had questions, they could directly ask the person involved. The 

reason why the ning family had set this rule was that they were afraid that people would make wild 

guesses and cause the clansmen to be uneasy. 

Now that the second elder had clearly told them that this was the master's intention, they naturally had 

nothing to say. 

There was less than a month left until the elite competition. During this time, Feng Da and the others 

had also finished their closed-door cultivation and all became God tier Masters. After hearing about the 

elite competition, they were all eager to try. 

At Leng ruoxue's residence. 

"Miss, can we participate in the elite competition?" Feng Da couldn't help but ask, his eyes sparkling 

with anticipation. 

"You guys want to participate too?" Leng ruoxue was a little surprised. She didn't know when they 

would come out of seclusion, so she didn't ask her Godfather about it. Furthermore, she didn't expect 

Feng Da and the others to be interested in the elite gathering. 

"Yes, we just want to see the difference in strength between us and the other god tier Masters." Feng 

Da was very honest. 

"But, the elite competition only allows five people to participate in each group. It's impossible for all of 

you to have the chance to participate." Leng ruoxue was in a difficult position. Her subordinates were all 

warlike, and choosing the right people was a huge problem. 
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"It doesn't matter. Five of us will be enough to see the difference between us and the people of the 

divine realm." Feng Da said with a proud smile. 

"In fact, you can also go and compete with the ning family." Leng ruoxue reminded. 

"Hehe! Of course, we won't let the ning family go, but we also want to have a good fight with the other 

families. More importantly, I heard that we can use all means at the elite competition, so we can also 

fight without restraint. Moreover, the opponent's family Can't Hold Us responsible if we hit them hard. " 

Feng Da said with a smirk. This was what made him the most satisfied. That was a real battle! 

"Uh! Since you guys want to participate, I'll go ask Godfather how to sign up!" After hearing Feng DA's 

words, Leng ruoxue wiped the cold sweat off her forehead. She could tell that Feng Da and the rest 

wanted to participate in the elite gathering because they wanted to use all means possible. They 

seemed to be getting more and more violent. 

"Yes, yes!" Feng Da and the rest nodded their heads and watched Leng ruoxue's back view. 

However, when Leng ruoxue told her Godfather about Feng Da and the rest's plan, her Godfather told 

her regretfully that Feng Da and the rest would not be able to participate in the elite gathering. 

"Why?" Leng ruoxue was confused. 

"Xue 'er, this elite competition is based on family clans. Therefore, everyone who wants to participate 

must have a family clan, no matter big or small." The master of the ning family explained. At first, he had 

wanted Leng ruoxue to represent the ning family in the competition, but he was afraid that Leng ruoxue 

would be in danger. Therefore, after thinking for a long time, he felt that it was safest to bring Leng 

ruoxue with him where he could see her. Thus, he changed his mind and did not mention the 

competition to her. 

However, now that Xue 'er had taken the initiative to bring it up, he had no choice but to reconsider. 

"Xue 'er, if Feng Da and the others want to participate, then let them represent the ning family! I'll give 

them the spots in the God tier division. " After thinking for a while, master ning said. 

"Godfather! How could that be! The ning family's participants have all been selected. If Feng Da were to 

replace them, I'm afraid the ning family's opinions of me will be even greater. " Leng ruoxue rejected. 

Due to her relationship with her Godfather, those in the ning family who had a problem with her did not 

dare to voice their anger. Hence, she was even more aware that she could not cause trouble for her 

Godfather. 

"Why not? I'm the head of the ning family, if I say it's fine, then it's fine. I'll see who dares to have an 

opinion. " The master of the ning family said domineeringly. 

"Godfather, if you really want to do this, then I'll take back what I said before. We won't be participating 

in the elite gathering." Leng ruoxue said angrily, her beautiful eyes glistening with tears. Master ning 

immediately surrendered. 

"Alright! It's fine if I don't let Feng Da and the others replace their spots, right? However, Feng Da and 

the others won't have the chance to participate in the elite gathering this time. " The master of the ning 

family said with a frown. The elite competition was of utmost importance to every family and every 



person in the divine realm. Anything could happen in the elite competition. However, whether it was 

gaining fame and fortune or losing everything, none of them could stop the enthusiasm of the people in 

the divine realm for the elite competition, because it was indeed a good opportunity to make a name for 

themselves in one battle. 

"Godfather, didn't you say that the elite gathering is held in units of family? In that case, can't I use the 

Leng clan's name to participate?" Leng ruoxue asked with a smile. 

"Little girl! It's not that easy. If you can participate in the elite competition under the name of the Leng 

family, why would I want you to be under the name of the ning family?" The master of the ning family 

said, frowning. 

Chapter 1812 The Land Of The Demons (1) 

"Can't I use the name of the Leng family to attend the elite gathering?" Leng ruoxue asked in surprise. 

"Little girl, any clan that can participate in the elite assembly must have a territory, such as the 

craftsmen's Guild, Alchemist's Guild, and so on. Although they don't belong to the clan, they all have 

their own territory. Therefore, these large guilds can also send people to participate in the elite 

assembly. Not only that, the elite assembly has specially set up a professional competition for them. If 

you want to participate in the elite assembly in the name of the Leng clan, then the Leng clan must have 

a piece of territory, even if it's just a small piece, it doesn't matter. However, this territory must be 

reported to the Divine Master's estate. " 

"In addition, territories are also divided into ranks. Having no subordinate city and the size of the 

subordinate city all determine a family's position in the divine realm. Moreover, you've only been in the 

divine realm for a short time, and there are wolves in front and tigers behind you. Therefore, I didn't 

rush you to establish your territory. However, I didn't expect that the Grand meeting of the elites would 

be brought forward. Otherwise, if it were held according to the normal date, you'd also be able to gain a 

firm foothold in the divine realm by then.ai! What a mistake! I should have prepared a territory for you 

long ago. " After the master of the ning family finished explaining, he complained to himself. 

In fact, he had his own selfish reasons for not looking for a territory for Xue 'er in a hurry a few years 

ago. He had always hoped that Xue' er could stay in the ning family's divine realm. This way, he could 

see her whenever he missed her. However, he knew that this was impossible. This little girl was proud 

and arrogant. How could she be willing to live under someone else's roof? Even though the ning family 

members were restrained by him and did not dare to say anything in front of him, it was not easy to 

restrain the discussion behind his back. As such, it was only a matter of time before Leng ruoxue found 

her own territory. However, he had always held onto the hope that he would be lucky. He felt that every 

day that could be delayed was a day. On top of that, with the Wen family and the secret realm's 

incident, he was even less anxious about his territory. 

Under such circumstances, he would never allow Leng ruoxue to leave the ning family's divine territory 

and live outside by herself. With him around, the old God of plagues might still be a little afraid, and 

those Men in Black would not dare to visit easily. However, once Leng ruoxue left the ning family's 

divine territory, these vicious Tigers and wolves would definitely find her first. Who asked Leng ruoxue 

to be the weakest among them? if he were to split the ning family's power into two, it would also be a 
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fatal blow to the ning family. This would give the enemy a chance to take advantage of them. Therefore, 

it was best for them to live together now. 

However, the elite gathering had been brought forward at this time. If Leng ruoxue and the others 

wanted to participate, they had two choices. One was to be registered under the ning family's name, 

and the other was to have their own territory. 

This little girl had already refused to be under the ning family's name, and it wasn't easy to own her own 

territory. He was also worried.ai! He was really in a dilemma. His brows were almost twisted together. If 

possible, he really wanted to persuade this little girl to give up on this elite gathering. However, the elite 

gathering only happened once every 10000 years. This was also the best opportunity to prove the 

strength of each family. So how could he say this? 

"Godfather, isn't it just a territory? Just find a piece of land with no owner and you'll do. " Leng ruoxue 

looked at the regretful master ning and consoled him with a faint smile. 

"Silly girl, how can the territory be a joke! You don't know how important the first piece of territory is. 

It's the foundation for you to establish yourself in the divine world in the future. Furthermore, if you 

want to expand your territory in the future, you must first expand it around the surrounding area of 

your territory. Simply put, the first piece of territory will be the center of all your territory in the future. 

If you want to build a city, that piece of territory will be your main city. Therefore, the people in the 

divine world are extremely cautious when choosing their family's territory. Therefore, if you want to 

choose, you must choose a territory that has potential development in the future. Otherwise ... It will be 

very difficult for you to develop in the future. " The master of the ning family said with a frown. Xue 'er 

was his most beloved junior, and he could not let this little girl make such a low-level mistake. It would 

have been fine if there was no one to guide her, but now that he was here, how could he allow Leng 

ruoxue to randomly get a territory to deal with it first? 

However, he knew very well that if he gave a piece of the ning family's divine territory to this little girl, 

she would definitely not agree! After all, he had mentioned this idea to Xue 'er before, but she had 

rejected it. Now that he thought about it, this girl was really stubborn. But it was also because of this 

that he loved her even more, wasn't it? 

Sometimes, Leng ruoxue, this little girl, really made him both love and hate her! 

As master ning thought about this, he looked at Leng ruoxue with more and more resentment. As he 

looked at her, his eyes started to water up, making Leng ruoxue's heart beat faster. 

Godfather, you should believe in my ability. Even if the first territory isn't that great, I'm confident I can 

develop it. " Leng ruoxue lowered her head and said softly,"Boohoo ... Godfather is acting pitiful again. I 

don't dare to look at him in this state. I'm afraid that he'll sign some unfair contract again. These people 

know that I'm a mess of softheartedness towards my own people. Therefore, they often use this method 

to force me to commit it. Boohoo ... In the end, I'm the most pitiful person!" 

,m "Little Xue 'er, can you bear to let your Godfather worry about you? My daughter has such great 

potential, how can she choose a territory like this? The territory is really important. If you don't believe 

me, you can ask uncle long!" Master ning saw that he couldn't convince the stubborn Leng ruoxue, so he 

threw the ball to uncle long. He kept winking at him, asking him to help persuade this little girl. 



Seeing this, uncle long coughed a few times before he said calmly,""Little girl! The ning kid's words do 

make some sense. The territory does need to be careful, but uncle long believes that with your ability, 

even if you find a piece of barren land, you can still develop the territory. So, uncle long supports you to 

find a piece of land to use first. We'll talk about it when you're strong enough. There's no rush. " 

Uncle Long's words made the master of the ning family jump up three times in anger. He widened his 

eyes and glared at uncle long."You, you old thing, I asked you to help me persuade Xue 'er, but you 

actually stood on her side. Are you trying to anger me to death?" The master of the ning family was 

angry, and the consequences were serious! 

"Ning family boy, I'm doing this for the girl's good! After all, I'm going to live with her in the future. 

Would I hurt her? Everyone wanted to choose a good territory, but after so many years of development 

in the divine realm, where could one find a top quality no man's land? Or do you want Xue 'er to fight 

for a land with an owner? One had to know that that would incur the wrath of the masses. Without 

absolute strength, one should not even think about it! More importantly, the God lord's estate will 

definitely interfere if you snatch someone else's territory for no reason. So, the loss outweighs the gain. 

" Uncle long said with an indifferent smile. 

Although it was not a big deal to take someone else's territory in the divinity, there must be a good 

reason for it. Otherwise, the God lord's estate would be the first to disagree. This was also the main 

reason why he agreed with Xue 'er to randomly choose a territory to use first. As for other things, they 

should not even think about it before they had absolute strength. 
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Chapter 1813 The Land Of The Demons (2) 

Actually, the reason why he had enough confidence in Leng ruoxue was because he understood how 

amazing her true trump card was. Hence, he believed that no matter where this girl was, her future 

development would be immeasurable. What he needed to do now was to protect this little seedling 

with great potential. He couldn't let anyone destroy her before she had even grown up. At the thought 

of this, uncle Long's eyes narrowed, and a trace of hostility flashed in the depths of his eyes, No matter 

who it was, if they wanted to find trouble with Leng ruoxue, they would have to get past him. 

Otherwise, they would only be met with death! 

"But ..." The master of the ning family opened his mouth and wanted to continue to persuade him. 

However, after seeing the determined look in uncle long and Leng ruoxue's eyes, he gave up on this 

idea. 

AI! Xue 'er was already stubborn enough, and now that she had uncle Long's support, his words were 

naturally ignored. Wu...They actually ganged up to bully her. Master ning felt so wronged that he even 

started to sob. The tears in his eyes were still spinning, and Leng ruoxue's forehead was full of black lines 

when she saw this. 

Did Godfather have to be so exaggerated? Those who didn't know would think that she had bullied him. 

In fact, she just didn't listen to her Godfather's advice and just wanted to randomly choose a territory to 

use first! This wasn't an unforgivable crime, was it? 
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"Little girl! If you want to choose a territory, why don't you choose somewhere near the endless sea? It's 

large enough and there are many uninhabited lands, so it's a good choice to be a territory. " Uncle long 

glanced at the depressed master of the ning family and continued to suggest. 

After he finished speaking, he took out a map and placed it on the table. He pointed it out to Leng 

ruoxue,""This place, this place, and this place are all uninhabited. It's just a little desolate. If you want to 

make it your territory, it'll take a lot of work." 

As soon as uncle long finished speaking, the depressed master of the ning family flew into a rage.""You 

old whale, you actually tried to Steal My Girl! I was wondering why you would agree to Xue 'er randomly 

choosing a territory! So this was what you were planning! Hmph! Xue 'er is my goddaughter. No matter 

how desolate the territory she chooses is, it must be near the ning family's divine realm. As for the 

endless sea, don't even think about it!" 

After master ning finished shouting, he stared at Leng ruoxue with a face full of hidden bitterness. His 

eyes were red as if he was saying,'do as you see fit'. Then, he pursed his lips arrogantly and pointed at 

an ownerless land on the map. "There's no one here, so it's not a bad choice. " 

"How can we do that? That place is so small. " Uncle long objected firmly. 

"Why not? The terrain here is not bad, and the area is enough for little Xue 'er and the others to live in. 

It's decided, little Xue' er's territory will be here. " The master of the ning family did not even ask for 

Leng ruoxue's opinion before he made the final decision. Actually, the main reason was that it was just 

near the ning family's divine realm. 

Since he couldn't convince Xue 'er, he had to choose a territory close to his precious goddaughter. That 

way, they could look out for each other, hehe! The more he thought about it, the more he felt that his 

idea was great. Although that place was indeed a little small, it did not matter. After Xue 'er had settled 

on that place, he would make the decision to give Xue' er the few cities closest to the ning clan's divine 

territory. That way, it would not be easy for Leng ruoxue to reject him! As he thought about it, he could 

not hide the smile on his face. 

However, uncle long would not let master ning have his way. 

"Ning family's boy, don't think that I don't know what you're planning. You chose that place because it's 

close to your ning family's divine realm!" Uncle long said with a look of disdain. 

"The area there is small, and there are many people coming and going. It's inconvenient to live there! It 

was better to be near the endless sea. Not only were there many ownerless lands, but no one would 

also disturb him. So, he would choose a territory around the endless sea! It's decided then. " Uncle long 

continued. 

"No! We can only choose this place. " The master of the ning family pointed at the place he had his eyes 

on and objected. 

He wasn't afraid of others seeing through his selfishness! So what if he had selfish motives? Did that old 

whale not have any selfish motives? Hmph! He was very clear that the old whale had a purpose for 

letting Xue 'er choose the endless ocean. It was to let Xue' er take care of those sea beasts! Xue 'er had 

unlimited potential! 



"I object, this place is better!" Uncle long glared at him and roared. 

"This place is good!" 

"This place is good!" 

"Xue 'er, choose this place!" 

"Girl, choose this place!" 

Uncle long and the master of the ning family had their own opinions. They stared at each other and 

shouted at each other, both wanting Xue 'er to choose the place they wanted. 

Leng ruoxue looked at the two old men who were fighting for her territory with red faces and red necks. 

She could not help but feel speechless. 

When uncle long and the master of the ning family saw that Leng ruoxue had no reaction, they both 

grabbed her arms and asked in unison,""Xue 'er, which one do you choose?" 

The expressions on both of their faces were extremely unfriendly, and their eyes were filled with 

threats. When Leng ruoxue saw this, cold sweat started to form on her forehead. 

AI! She was in a difficult position! No matter if she chose a place that her Godfather liked or a place that 

uncle long liked, it was not suitable. Moreover, she would definitely hurt the other person's heart. What 

should she do? 

Leng ruoxue's mind raced as she quickly thought of a solution. Seeing this, master ning and uncle long 

didn't disturb her. However, their faces were red with the words 'you'd better think it through'. This put 

a lot of pressure on Leng ruoxue. 

After a long time. 

"Godfather, uncle long, I've decided. I won't choose either of these places," Leng ruoxue mustered up 

her courage and said. After she finished speaking, she hid behind the evildoer in fear, seeking 

protection. 

However, the master of the ning family and uncle long weren't as angry as they had thought. Instead, 

they smiled and asked in unison,""Then which one do you want to choose?" 

As long as Xue 'er didn't choose a place that the other party was interested in, they wouldn't have any 

objections. 

"Or do you not want to think about the territory for the time being?" The master of the ning family 

asked again. If that was the case, it would be the best. 

"Godfather, uncle long, I've decided to choose this place." Leng ruoxue's slender finger pointed at a 

location on the map. 

Master ning and uncle long looked in the direction that Leng ruoxue was pointing at. Instantly, the two 

of them looked at each other, their expressions conflicted. Why did Xue 'er choose that place? That 

wasn't a good place to be. 



The place Leng ruoxue had chosen was right in the middle of the place that master ning and uncle long 

had chosen. Furthermore, that place was even more remote than the place they had chosen, and it was 

also very inconvenient to get there. 

There, they leaned against a bottomless cliff. On the left was a desolate desert, and on the right was a 

mountain range. After crossing the mountain range was the endless sea. On the front was the only 

passage to the outside world, which was connected to a forest and extended in all directions. 

Chapter 1814 The Land Of The Demons (3) 

Leng ruoxue also wanted to choose a location for her territory. It was on a mountain that was so high 

that it reached the clouds. The mountain was lush and green, and all kinds of vegetation grew 

luxuriantly. However, that place was also famous in the God World for being a dangerous place. More 

importantly, it was not suitable for living. Otherwise, it would not have been left untouched for so many 

years. 

"Xue 'er, you can't go there." After a long while, the master of the ning family finally spoke. 

"What's wrong?" Leng ruoxue looked at her Godfather in confusion. She thought that place was not bad. 

Surrounded by mountains, there were mountains and rivers. More importantly, it was not too far from 

the endless sea and the ning family's divine realm. She felt that it could not be more ideal. Moreover, 

she had always liked to choose places like the deep mountains and old forests as her territory. After all, 

the resources in such a place were unimaginable. 

"Little girl, that place is the second most dangerous place in the divine realm. It's called the land of 

demons by the people of the divine realm. It has many mountains and forests, which are its main 

characteristics. Not only that, but there are also many magical beast clans living there. Those magical 

beasts have never been friendly to humans. There were once people who wanted to take over that 

place, but in the end, not only did they fail, but they also suffered heavy losses and were almost 

completely annihilated. Do you know why?" Uncle long asked with a serious expression. 

"Why? Could it be that the beasts there can't tolerate them?" Leng ruoxue guessed. 

"Yes, that's right. Beasts have always been unfriendly to humans, and they're the local snakes there. 

Naturally, they won't allow humans to appear in their territory. So, it's unrealistic for you to treat that 

place as your territory." Uncle long said worriedly. If Xue 'er wanted to choose that place as her 

territory, he'd rather Leng ruoxue choose the place that the ning family's kid had his eyes on. 

"But, isn't that land without an owner? Since there was no owner, wouldn't anyone be able to take it? 

As long as you have the strength, even those local tyrants can't do anything to you, right?" Leng ruoxue 

frowned. 

"Xue 'er! You don't understand the difference in status between humans and magical beasts in the 

divine realm. Although the divine rules state that all living beings are equal and there is no racial 

discrimination, if a human wants to occupy a piece of land, as long as it is ownerless, they can file it with 

the divine lord's estate. In the future, the land will belong to you. However, the magical beasts are 

different. Unless there is a godly venerable rank magical beast in their own race, they will not live up to 

their name even if they occupy a piece of land. If we force them to give it up, they'll have to leave their 

homes. " 
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"It's under such circumstances that the beast clans around their territories formed an alliance. If a 

human set his eyes on the territory of a beast clan, then the beasts in the same Alliance would treat him 

as a common enemy and drive him out of their territory. Once the beast clans unite, even human 

powerhouses can't go against them. As a result, the beast clans "territories are naturally preserved. The 

main reason why this place is called the land of demons is because ... There are a lot of beasts here, and 

they are quite United. If humans invade, they will definitely not show mercy, so this is not a suitable 

place for humans to build their territory. " The master of the ning family explained helplessly. 

"Little girl! The beasts have no choice but to do this. They've been bullied by humans, so they'll never 

show mercy to humans. Otherwise, they'll be the ones in danger. " Uncle long sighed softly. If it was 

possible, he really did not want Xue 'er to go head to head with the Beasties. After all, he was also one 

of the Beasties. 

"I understand. What if I can subdue them?" Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

"Uh! Little girl Xue 'er, the divine realm's beasts are different from the lower realm's beasts. They are 

not that easy to talk to, and they also hate humans quite a bit. Thus, they rarely acknowledge humans as 

their Masters. " The master of the ning family explained worriedly. In the divine realm, almost all the 

beasts lived in groups. It was very difficult to make a beast recognize a master. If one tried to force it to 

recognize a master, he would be attacked by the beast's clan. Therefore, the beast tamers in the divine 

realm only existed in name. Those who were not very powerful families did not dare to force the beast 

to recognize a master. Otherwise, it would be an undeserved disaster for their own families! 

"I think you can try, girl." Contrary to master ning's opinion, uncle long was well aware of how many 

beasts Leng ruoxue had in her interspace. Most of them were King-level divine beasts. With their help, it 

would be easier for Xue 'er to tame the beasts in the land of demons. After all, the status of the beasts' 

bloodline was very clear. This difference in status was inborn and could not be made up for later. 

Previously, he had objected because he had not expected Leng ruoxue to want to tame those beasts. As 

such, he did not approve of Xue 'er choosing that place as her territory. However, after Leng ruoxue had 

this idea, he felt that it was a good idea. Furthermore, Leng ruoxue was a good master that the beasts 

could entrust their lives to. For the good of the beasts, he naturally had to agree. 

"You, you think that's an easy thing? For so many years, it was not that no one had ever thought of that, 

but no one had ever succeeded. Why was that? Wasn't it because the irreconcilable differences 

between the humans and beasts were too deep? It might be easier to subdue a Beastie, but to subdue 

an entire clan of Beastie, do you think you're playing house? This little girl doesn't understand the rules 

here, but don't tell me you don 't? He even added to the chaos! This is preposterous!" The master of the 

ning family roared at uncle long. 

"It's not like this little girl has never taken a clan of beasts. Haven't you seen the silver wolves in her 

hands?" Uncle long said disapprovingly. 

"Those are collected in the lower realm. Why don't you try collecting a group in the divine realm? It 

would be a wonder if those silver wolves didn't bite you to death!" The master of the ning family rolled 

his eyes and said unhappily. The beasts in the lower realm were weak, and their hatred for humans was 

not that deep. Naturally, they would not think too much, but the beasts in the divine realm were 

different! The divine realm's beasts were usually born as Saint beasts, and those with good aptitudes 



would also become divine beasts. They were born with high intelligence, and each and every one of 

them was astute and cunning not much worse than humans. Were such beasts so easy to get along 

with? 

He had lived in the divine realm for so many years, but other than the Divine Master, he had never 

heard of anyone who could make the entire Beastie race recognize him as their master. Therefore, to 

him, this was simply a fantasy! 

"How do you know if you don't try? Moreover, there are a few Wolf tribes in the land of evil demons. 

Little girl, you should go and try!" Uncle long suggested. 

"Little girl, if you can really subdue the beasts in the land of demons, even if you can only subdue one, I'll 

let you make that place your territory. Moreover, if the other beasts dare to find trouble with you, I'll be 

responsible for bringing people to destroy them. But if you fail, you can only choose a place that uncle 

long and I have chosen as your territory." The master of the ning family started to talk about his 

conditions. The reason why he said this was because he did not think highly of Leng ruoxue. Hence, he 

was fearless! And his motive was naturally to hope that Leng ruoxue would give up. 
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Chapter 1815 The Land Of The Demons (4) 

"Godfather, do you mean what you say?" Leng ruoxue raised her brows and confirmed with a faint 

smile. 

"Of course it counts. However, you only have half a month to subdue them. If you fail, you'll have to give 

up that place." The master of the ning family reminded. 

"Mm! Half a month is more than enough. " Leng ruoxue said with confidence. Actually, this place was 

also suggested by the demon, and she trusted his judgment. The forest and mountains had always been 

her first choice for territory. With this, she wouldn't have to be stuck in a dilemma. Otherwise, no 

matter which place her Godfather or uncle long chose, she would only make the other sad. 

She didn't care how dangerous the land of demons was. After all, when she chose nightmare forest as 

her territory on the godly mainland, it was also very dangerous. But didn't it become her territory in the 

end? 

"Little girl, do you want to reconsider?" The master of the ning family saw that she had agreed so readily 

and was a little worried. 

"No need! I've already considered it. " Leng ruoxue was full of confidence. 

"In that case, let's set off tomorrow!" The master of the ning family said unwillingly. He didn't know why, 

but seeing Xue 'er so confident, he actually felt that his conditions were too simple. It was really too 

strange. He felt at a loss for what he was thinking. 

"Good! Then I'll go make the preparations. " With that, Leng ruoxue stood up and pulled the evildoer 

away from master ning's residence, in case her Godfather went back on his words. 

The next day. 
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 Early in the morning, Leng ruoxue, who was ready, brought the evildoer, Feng Da, and the rest to 

master ning's residence. Master ning saw how excited they were and felt that his conditions were a little 

too hasty. How could this be? Could he go back on his word now? After Xue 'er left yesterday, he had 

been feeling uncomfortable, as if he had overlooked something. Now, this feeling was even stronger, 

and he really couldn't figure it out no matter how much he thought about it. 

Then, he caught a glimpse of uncle Long's sympathetic gaze. Although the sympathy disappeared very 

quickly, he still caught it. He was furious."You old whale, what's with that look?" 

"What did I do?" Uncle long said innocently. The ning family's kid had called him brother long before! 

But now, he had actually become the old whale that he was referring to. This was preposterous! What a 

disrespectful little brat! 

"Why are you looking at me with such a strange expression?" The master of the ning family said angrily. 

Of course, he couldn't say that uncle long was looking at him with sympathy, but uncle Long's eyes were 

really hateful! 

"You're going through menopause, right? Why are you so suspicious? When did I look at you with such a 

strange expression? girl, you have to be my judge! How can the ning family's boy randomly bite people!" 

Uncle long looked at Leng ruoxue pitifully and asked her to seek justice for him. 

Seeing this, Leng ruoxue helplessly smiled and changed the topic,""Godfather, uncle long, it's getting 

late. Shouldn't we set off?" 

"Let's go!" The master of the ning family said fiercely. Moreover, under his strong request, everyone 

took a disguise pill, and then they left the ning family's main residence in batches. 

Although Leng ruoxue had been grounded by him during this period of time, there were still people 

from the ning family entering and leaving the main residence every day. Hence, they would not attract 

any attention even if they went out in batches. After they left the main city, everyone immediately 

gathered together and headed straight for the land of demons. 

On the way, master ning spared no effort in trying to persuade Leng ruoxue to change her mind, but 

Leng ruoxue was unmoved and kept changing the topic. 

"Godfather, why doesn't anyone want to occupy the Wen family's divine territory?" Sitting on the little 

peacock's back, Leng ruoxue pretended to be curious and tried to find a topic to talk about. 

"There are many families who have their eyes on that place. However, they wouldn't dare to have any 

ideas about the Wen family's divine realm now. The old God of plagues is still healthy! Isn't devouring 

the Wen family's divine realm just asking for trouble?" Master ning spoke the truth. After he finished, he 

glared at Leng ruoxue. Stupid girl, you're changing the topic again! 

"That's true! Godfather, I'm going to sleep for a while. Wake me up when we reach the demonic land!" 

Leng ruoxue said with a smile. After she finished speaking, she laid her head on the evildoer's lap and 

went to sleep peacefully. When master ning saw this, he couldn't do anything to her. Uncle long also 

laughed even more happily. 

When it was close to noon, Leng ruoxue and the rest finally arrived at the land of demons. 



Leng ruoxue, who had been awoken, looked at the huge trees at the entrance of the land of demons. 

Her mood was exceptionally good. 

The so-called land of the demons did not refer to just one place. It referred to the continuous mountains 

in front of them, and the vast, uninhabited desert to the left of the forest. Therefore, the land of the 

demons was very vast. As for the forest in front of them, it was naturally called the demon forest. 

The territory that she had chosen was hidden behind this demon forest. With this forest as a barrier, 

even if the enemy wanted to attack, it would not be an easy task. After seeing the terrain here, she was 

even more satisfied. 

She had to take down this place. Not only were there mountains and rivers, but the resources here were 

also exceptionally abundant. It was definitely the perfect place to train. However, what surprised Leng 

ruoxue was that there were not many people at the entrance of the forest. 

"Godfather, are there any other entrances to this forest?" Leng ruoxue asked curiously. 

"Girl, this is the only entrance to the demon forest, and it's also the safest way." The evil demon forest 

had a long history in the divine realm, and the reason why it was called the land of evil demons was not 

an undeserved reputation. Other than the huge number of beasts here, this place was also a natural 

maze. Therefore, if one wanted to enter the evil demon forest, one had to take this path. Otherwise, 

one would only get lost in the forest, or even be trapped in the forest forever. 

"But, it seems like we can still enter the demon forest through those giant trees, right?" Leng ruoxue 

raised her head and looked into the distance. Even though the trees in this forest were huge and tall, 

there was still a certain distance between the trees. To her, this distance was enough for someone to 

pass by. 

"Girl, you can't walk there. This demon forest is a natural maze. If you don't enter from this path, you'll 

definitely get lost. At that time, let alone entering the forest, you won't even be able to get out." Uncle 

long explained with a smile. 

"I see." Leng ruoxue nodded. Uncle Long's words made her feel more at ease. Following that, she 

couldn't help but urge,""Let's go in quickly!" 

"Hahaha! Girl, what's the rush? no one's snatching it from you. " Uncle long laughed and teased. 

"Time is tight! Godfather only gave me half a month's time, and it's already been half a day. " Leng 

ruoxue pouted her pink lips as her beautiful eyes stared at her Godfather with hidden bitterness. 

Seeing Leng ruoxue's gaze, master ning really wanted to say,"I'll regret giving you half a month's time." 

He regretted it. He regretted making such a condition. Who asked him to be so uneasy? However, it was 

too late to regret now. Xue 'er would definitely not agree. Hence, he could only hope that Xue' er would 

not succeed. 

Chapter 1816 The Devil's Land (5) 

But was that possible? 

Looking at the confidence on Leng ruoxue's face, he felt even more uncertain. 
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"Godfather, uncle long, I'll go in first!" Leng ruoxue could tell what her Godfather was thinking. She 

pulled the evildoer and ran into the evil demon forest. Feng Da and the rest followed closely behind. 

Seeing this, uncle long grabbed master ning's arm and walked in, comforting him as he walked.""Ning 

family's boy, be happy! What's the point of thinking about all that now! If Xue 'er can really subdue the 

beasts here, then this place is a good choice. " He was very open-minded. 

"Not bad, my ass! It's not like you don't know how dangerous this place is. " The master of the ning 

family gritted his teeth. He really wanted to bite uncle long. 

"Danger and opportunity coexist! Have some spirit of adventure. " Uncle long said with a smile. 

"You ..." Master ning's eyes widened in anger. 

Uncle long smiled helplessly."I can understand how you feel, but you have to know that this little girl 

doesn't like you being so naggy. She's not an ordinary person. You can't always protect her under your 

wings!" 

"Of course I know that. I'm just not happy that she's treating this place as her territory." The master of 

the ning family said in a low voice. 

"What can I do if I'm not satisfied? words that have been said are like water that has been spilled. Don't 

tell me you want to renege on your words?" Uncle long teased with a smile. 

"Of course you can't go back on your word, but if Xue 'er is unable to subdue the beasts here, you can't 

speak up for her." The master of the ning family warned. 

"Don't worry, I won't help anyone. Is that okay?" Uncle long promised. 

Master ning nodded in satisfaction. Then, the two of them quickly followed Leng ruoxue's group. 

"Godfather, what are you and uncle long doing? Why are you so slow?" Leng ruoxue looked at the two 

people who had followed behind her and asked with a suspicious look. 

"Hehe! Let's take a look at the scenery here. " Master ning said perfunctorily. 

"What's there to see here? are there only trees?" Feng Da heard master ning's words and said in a 

puzzled manner. In his opinion, these two old men were obviously up to something. 

"We just like to look at trees, can't we!" Master ning's eyes were wide open as he roared in anger. 

"Alright! You can watch whatever you like! I have no objections. " Feng Da shrunk his neck and said 

fearfully,"Wu...I didn't say anything!" Why was she angry at him? He felt so wronged! 

"Miss, there are so few people here!" The depressed Feng Da turned around and ran to Leng ruoxue's 

side, changing the topic. 

"Of course there aren't many people here. This is the second most dangerous place in the immortal 

realm. Do you think that everyone likes to come here?" Hearing Feng DA's words, the master of the ning 

family rolled his eyes and roared. 



"Oh!" Feng Da responded softly and looked at his young lady with a face full of resentment. Wu ... He 

didn't ask this old man! Why was this old man acting as if he had choked on medicine? he really didn't 

know who had provoked him and made him the scapegoat. 

"Hahaha! Godfather, are we going to look for the beasts now?" Leng ruoxue was well aware of why her 

Godfather was so angry. However, once she had decided on something, she wouldn't change her mind 

so easily. Furthermore, she was confident that she could subdue the beasts here. As long as she could 

subdue a group of beasts, her Godfather would have no reason to object to her making this place her 

territory. 

"Why are we looking for a herd now? I'm tired after flying for so long. Let's find a place to rest!" The 

master of the ning family didn't even think about it and directly asked to rest. 

"Alright then!" Leng ruoxue was helpless. 

Following that, the group found an empty space. Leng ruoxue took out her house and placed it on the 

empty space. Then, she started to prepare lunch. 

After lunch, the master of the ning family said he wanted to take a nap and then returned to his room. 

When Leng ruoxue saw this, she knew that she might not be able to continue going deeper into the 

forest today. She pulled the demon along and left the house quietly. 

Walking in the forest and breathing in the fresh air of the forest, the two were in a good mood. 

As they walked, the two of them went deeper and deeper into the forest. Leng ruoxue also discovered 

many medicinal herbs along the way. The two of them picked them as they walked and unknowingly, 

the sky had darkened. 

Leng ruoxue and the demon found a clean place to sit down. After starting a fire, Leng ruoxue took out a 

pot from her bracelet. She also took out some uncooked rice and a piece of fish, planning to cook some 

fish porridge. 

Not long after, the fragrance of the rice and the deliciousness of the fish wafted out from the pot. Leng 

ruoxue scooped out two bowls. The two of them had just taken a few bites when they heard a rustling 

sound coming from the grass not far away. They looked at each other, then stood up and walked 

towards the grass with suspicious looks on their faces. 

The demon pushed aside the grass and did not find anything suspicious. However, when the two of 

them turned back to the fire, they found that the porridge they had cooked was gone. 

"Damn it, someone stole our congee!" The demon was a little angry. They had only eaten a few 

mouthfuls of the porridge, but now, the pot and the bowl had been stolen. 

"It's okay, let's eat something good. " Leng ruoxue said with a smile. Then, she took out a pile of food 

from her bracelet and started to cook again. 

A moment later, the food was ready. 

The food prepared this time was mainly stir-fried, and it looked, smelled, and tasted great. In addition, 

some meat and fish were roasted, filling up the entire table ... 



Chapter 1817 Shameful Behavior (1) 

The demon's eyes sparkled when he saw the table full of food. He picked up a grilled fish impatiently 

and was about to eat it. However, a red light suddenly flashed and the fish in his hand disappeared. 

Seeing this, Leng ruoxue picked up a fish as well. With a flash of red light, the fish in her hand was also 

snatched away. 

The speed of the red light was extremely fast. Leng ruoxue could only tell that it was a Beastie, but she 

could not make out what kind of Beastie it was. She exchanged glances with the demon and the two of 

them continued to pick up their food silently. However, the moment they picked up their food, it was 

immediately snatched away by the mysterious little beast. Upon seeing this, Leng ruoxue gave the 

demon a look. The demon understood and picked up another piece of meat to eat ... 

The red light arrived as expected. Leng ruoxue acted swiftly and in the blink of an eye, a small beast that 

was entirely red in color was caught firmly in her hands. 

This little beast was a red Little Wolf. It was only the size of a palm, and its fluffy fiery red fur had no 

impurities. It had a pair of sparkling black eyes, and at this moment, it was timidly peeking at Leng 

ruoxue. 

"Little Wolf, don't you know that stealing is a very shameful act?" Leng ruoxue glanced at the Little Red 

Wolf in her hand and asked indifferently. 

"I, I'm hungry." The Little Red Wolf said pitifully. Its black grape-like eyes were filled with moisture. It 

was as if it would start a heavy downpour if Leng ruoxue continued to scold it. 

"You can't steal when you're hungry!" Leng ruoxue said with a look of disapproval. 

"I, I ..." The red wolf pouted and couldn't speak. 

"Next time, you're not allowed to steal things, understand?" Leng ruoxue looked at the Little Red Wolf's 

aggrieved expression and smiled helplessly. Her hand could not help but stroke the Little Red Wolf's soft 

fur. It felt good. 

"My, my father said that humans are all bad guys, and we can steal their things." The Little Red Wolf said 

in a low voice after a long silence. 

"Uh!" When Leng ruoxue heard the Little Red Wolf's words, she was a little dumbfounded. It seemed 

like this Little Wolf's family didn't have a good impression of humans! However, instigating a child to 

steal was always immoral. This would also lead the child astray. Therefore, Leng ruoxue was extremely 

disapproving of this. 

"Little fellow, although there are bad people among humans, there are also good people! Big sister is a 

good person. If you're hungry, tell big sister and I'll be happy to share some food with you. But stealing is 

not right. " Leng ruoxue said earnestly, trying to guide this Little Wolf who had strayed off the right path. 

However, the wolf Cub obviously did not appreciate it. Instead, it pouted its little mouth proudly and 

said with a face full of doubt,""My mother also said that humans who claim to be good people are 

actually not good people." 
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"Uh!" When Leng ruoxue heard what the wolf Cub had to say, she could not help but wipe the cold 

sweat off her forehead. She thought to herself,'what kind of wolves are the parents of this Wolf Cub?' 

How could he teach a child such a bad thing? 

In fact, what she didn't know was that this Wolf Cub was simple by nature, and its parents were very 

afraid that it would be deceived by human's sweet words. Therefore, they always spoke ill of human 

beings. After a long time of influence, it was impossible for the wolf Cub to think that human beings 

were good. 

Hence, even though Leng ruoxue kept saying that she was a good person, the innocent Little Wolf still 

didn't really believe her. Furthermore, it raised its guard, its black grape-like eyes carefully staring at her, 

afraid that the woman who had captured it would harm it. 

Looking at the depressed Leng ruoxue, then at the alert Little Red Wolf, the demon smiled and 

asked,""Little Wolf, where are your parents? Can you let us see them?" 

"See them? What are you guys doing?" The Little Red Wolf asked nervously and even bared its teeth on 

purpose, trying to intimidate the demon so that he wouldn't have any bad intentions. 

At this moment, Leng ruoxue and the evildoer were the most heinous criminals in the eyes of the Little 

Red Wolf. Not only did they capture it, but they also wanted to see their parents. Hmph! There was 

really nothing good about humans! Not only did they capture it, but they also wanted to settle the score 

with their parents. How despicable! The red wolf was filled with resentment, but it was a pity that it was 

weak and alone. It couldn't do anything to these two humans. Wuu ... The more it thought about it, the 

more aggrieved it became. Crystal-clear tears involuntarily rolled down from its bright black eyes. It 

looked extremely pitiful. 

Seeing that the little Wolf was going to rain just like that, Leng ruoxue and the demon were extremely 

helpless. They didn't seem to have done anything, okay? Why did this little fellow suddenly start crying? 

"Who has the guts to bully my son?" Suddenly, an earth-shattering roar entered Leng ruoxue and the 

demon's ears. The two of them raised their heads in unison and saw a giant red Wolf descending from 

the sky, landing right in front of them. 

The red wolf was as huge as a small mountain. Its large eyes were like copper bells. After sizing up Leng 

ruoxue and the demon for a while, it focused all its attention on the remaining food on the table. Then, 

a red shadow quickly scuttled to the table and began to gobble up the food without caring about its 

image ... 

When Leng ruoxue saw that the huge Red Wolf, which was the Father of the little Wolf, had even cast 

his son aside after seeing the food on the table, she was instantly filled with black lines. 

He thought that the wolf father would be angry when he saw that his son had been caught by them. 

Who knew that the Thunder was loud but the rain was light. He had forgotten about his son when he 

had food. What the hell was this! 

Leng ruoxue looked at the Little Red Wolf in her hand speechlessly. Her beautiful eyes were filled with 

sympathy. However, she didn't expect that the little Wolf didn't take her father's performance seriously 



at all. Instead, it was staring at her father with envy, jealousy, and hatred. Its black and bright eyes were 

filled with dissatisfaction. 

This pair of foodies! Leng ruoxue was speechless. She didn't know how to evaluate this father and son 

pair. Luckily, she didn't have any ill intentions towards them. Otherwise, this father and son pair would 

have been hers to claim. 

It was only after the giant red Wolf had swept away all the food on the table like a gust of wind 

sweeping away fallen leaves that he remembered what he had to do. 

It wiped its mouth, then widened its bell-like black eyes and said fiercely,""Human! Hurry up and let my 

son go. Since you've contributed a delicious meal, I won't argue with you. " 

Seeing the giant red Wolf's look of mercy, Leng ruoxue smiled and said,""But, what should we do if we 

want to argue with you?" 

"What? Do you know what this place is? You actually dare to argue with me?" The huge Red Wolf 

widened its eyes in disbelief. It stared at Leng ruoxue as if she had said something she should not have. 

"I know this is the land of the evil demons, but this doesn't have anything to do with us being calculative 

with you, right?" Leng ruoxue raised her brows and said calmly. 

"How can we not have sex? You're eating and drinking on my territory, you're deliberately craving me, 

and you've even captured my son. How can you have nothing to do with me? You should be secretly 

happy that I didn't argue with you, but you actually dare to argue with me, how preposterous! You 

should know that this is the territory of our Fire Wolf Clan. You should be well-behaved in my territory. 

Well, you should pay some protection fees! I'll make sure you're free from any obstructions. How about 

that?" 

Chapter 1818 Shameful Behavior (2) 

The giant red Wolf had spoken righteously in the beginning, but towards the end, it actually demanded 

protection fees from Leng ruoxue. Leng ruoxue did not know whether to laugh or cry. This Wolf was 

really out of line! Leng ruoxue was completely speechless. 

Seeing that Leng ruoxue and the demon remained silent for a long time, the giant red Wolf became 

anxious. 

"You guys should give a reaction! Do you agree or not?" The red wolf asked loudly. 

"So what if I agree? So What if I don't agree?" Leng ruoxue's beautiful face was filled with confusion as 

she asked. 

"If you agree to pay the protection fee, I'll keep you safe as long as you're in the territory of my Fire Wolf 

Clan. Otherwise, don't blame me for not caring if you're Dead or Alive if you cause any trouble." The 

giant red Wolf said in a seemingly sincere manner. 

"To ensure our safety? This condition is quite tempting. " Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

"So, you guys agree?" The giant red Wolf's face revealed a look of joy, and its voice sounded a lot more 

cheerful. 
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"We don't have any money." Leng ruoxue's words were very reserved and she had an apologetic look on 

her face. 

"It's fine as long as you make me a table full of food like this every day!" The giant red Wolf laughed. 

That smile was as wretched as it could get. 

Hearing its words, the little Wolf was not happy. 

"Father! I also want it! You have to make me a table full of delicious food. " The Little Red Wolf roared in 

anger, afraid that its father would forget its existence once he had good food. That was the truth. 

"MMH! No problem," The giant red Wolf heard its son's words and nodded as if it was a matter of 

course. 

"Let her cook three tables, so that our family of three won't have to fight over food." The giant red Wolf 

added. 

Leng ruoxue continued to be speechless as she listened to the father and son's arrangements. In her 

opinion, not only did the father and son act like they were close, but they also seemed to be confused 

about the situation. Right now, this Little Wolf was still her prisoner, alright? Why didn't they have any 

awareness of being a prisoner? 

"It's settled then. You guys will cook three tables for us every day!" After the giant red Wolf finished its 

discussion with its son, it told Leng ruoxue again. 

Leng ruoxue could not help but roll her eyes."Your son is still in my hands! How do you plan to redeem 

it?" 

"Why do you want to redeem it? This is my territory, if you want to stay here safe and sound, you 

naturally have to return my son to me, and you can't let him lose a single hair, otherwise, I can't protect 

you!" The giant red Wolf said matter-of-factly. 

"Why?" Leng ruoxue was astonished. 

"Didn't I make myself clear? How come you still don't understand?" The huge Red Wolf said with some 

anger. 

"You didn't make yourself clear? You just keep emphasizing that this is your territory, but even if you're 

the local Wolf here, your son stole my things. I can't return them to you so easily, right? With your son in 

my hands, do you still dare to harm me?" Leng ruoxue chuckled as she spoke. Her words angered the 

giant red Wolf to its core. 

'Damn it!' This human was not afraid of it! This fact made it extremely depressed. 

One must know that it was an eighth level Saint divine beast! In the entire evil demon forest, it was also 

one of the fire wolves with a reputation and status. Even if humans saw it, they would tremble all over. 

However, this human girl in front of him actually did not take it seriously and even used her son to 

threaten it. This, this was really preposterous! If the old wolf didn't show its might, did he really think it 

was just a decoration? Thinking of this, the giant red Wolf was furious! 



With a loud howl, the giant red Wolf pounced towards Leng ruoxue, wanting to teach this little human 

girl a lesson. However, before it could get close to Leng ruoxue, the evildoer beside Leng ruoxue 

immediately blocked in front of her and stretched out both his hands to grab onto its front claws. 

The demon put his hands together and grabbed the two front claws of the red wolf. With a 'whoosh', he 

threw it out ... 

Suddenly, a red meteor streaked across the pitch-black night sky. Then, the giant red Wolf disappeared. 

After that, the demon clapped his hands and smiled at Leng ruoxue,""Xue 'er, it's quiet now. I've thrown 

the old wolf out." 

"Yes." Leng ruoxue smiled and nodded. She had not expected the evildoer to have such a skill. This was 

truly out of her expectations. Following that, she spoke to the Little Red Wolf in her arms,""Little guy, I 

don't know where your father has run off to. There's no one to back you up now, right?" 

The Little Red Wolf didn't take Leng ruoxue's teasing seriously. Instead, it said to Leng ruoxue in a 

serious tone,""Who said so? my mother has the final say in our family. She's the head of the family. At 

home, even my father has to listen to my mother." 

After saying that, the Little Red Wolf howled at the top of its lungs,""Mother! Someone is bullying your 

precious son!" At this time, it didn't pretend to be pitiful anymore, because these two humans didn't 

even care about its father, let alone it! Therefore, it was in a hurry to call for help. 

As soon as the red wolf Cub's howl ended, an angry roar came from the distance."Who dares to bully my 

son? You really don't want to live anymore!" 

Following that, Leng ruoxue and the demon heard the sound of earth-shaking running from a distance in 

the forest. The sound was deafening and the ground they were standing on started to shake. 

Furthermore, from the sound of the footsteps, it didn't seem to be a Beastie. 

Just as they had expected, when the footsteps got closer, in an instant, thousands of fiery red Wolves 

had arrived in front of them and surrounded Leng ruoxue and the demon. 

"Human! Let go of my son, or I'll teach you a lesson!" The one who spoke was a female Wolf. This female 

Wolf stood at the front of the pack. Compared to the other giant wolves, she was much smaller, but her 

intimidating aura was above any other Wolf. The other fire wolves also followed her lead. It was not 

difficult to see that she had a high status in this pack of wolves. 

"Your son is in our hands, yet you're still threatening us like this. Aren't you afraid that we'll hurt it?" 

Leng ruoxue reminded her with a smile on her face. 

"Human! What do you want? Don't you hurt my son!" When the female Wolf heard Leng ruoxue's 

words, she became anxious. 

"I didn't want to hurt it! You guys are too nervous. " Leng ruoxue laughed. 

"If you don't intend to hurt my son, then why did you catch it? Humans! I'm warning you, my son will 

never acknowledge a human as his master. So, you can give up! Let go of my son, and I'll pretend this 

never happened. Otherwise, don't even think about walking out of the evil demon forest alive!" The 



mother wolf used both soft and hard tactics. The nervousness that flashed through her eyes revealed 

her fear at the moment. 

"You're thinking too much. I caught it because it stole my food, not because I want it to recognize me as 

its master. So, as long as you give me an explanation, I'll let it go. " Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

"Then what do you want?" The female Wolf felt more at ease after hearing Leng ruoxue's words. 

Chapter 1819 Shameful Behavior (3) 

"That's up to you!" Leng ruoxue said lightly. However, the female Wolf was extremely unhappy when 

she heard this. 

Look at it? Look at what? It didn't know what this human wanted. Humans have always been greedy. If 

we can't satisfy their demands, what if they hurt our children? The female Wolf was very nervous. A hint 

of anxiety flashed across her pitch-black eyes, but the gaze she used to look at Leng ruoxue was 

unusually calm. 

"I'm willing to compensate on its behalf. You can name any conditions you want, as long as it's within my 

means." The mother wolf thought for a while and said. 

"You're really forthright! If that's the case, I won't make things difficult for you. As long as you give me a 

list of the beasts in the land of demons, I'll forget about your son stealing my food. " Leng ruoxue was 

very satisfied with this female Wolf's attitude. This was more like a normal mother. As for the male wolf, 

it was completely out of line. 

"What do you want the list of beasts for? I won't give it to you. " When the female Wolf heard Leng 

ruoxue's request, she looked at her with extreme vigilance. 

"Don't be nervous, I don't have any bad intentions. I just want to bond with them. " Leng ruoxue told 

him the truth. This was indeed her plan. 

"Bond? You're a human, why are you trying to bond with us orcs?" The female Wolf scoffed at Leng 

ruoxue's words and revealed a mocking smile. 

"I plan to set up my territory in the demonic land, so I naturally have to build a good relationship with 

the original residents here. In the future, we'll be neighbors." Leng ruoxue explained her motive and 

shot a glance at the female Wolf. 

"You want to set up your territory here? Hahaha! Human, you're too whimsical. This is impossible!" The 

female Wolf said firmly. Beasts hated humans, so how could they be willing to live in peace with 

humans? if this human woman really set up her territory in the land of demons, would the land of 

demons still have any peace? No! It was the first to not allow it! 

"Nothing is impossible in this world. Everything depends on human effort!" Leng ruoxue said 

confidently. 

"Human! You've set up your territory in the land of demons, and we, the fire wolves, were the first to 

object. You can't even get past me, do you think the beasts here will agree to you staying?" The mother 

wolf kindly reminded him. To be honest, she had a good impression of this human. After all, she had not 
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really hurt her child. However, even so, she would not agree to this human setting up a territory under 

their eyes, because that would mean endless trouble! 

p It wasn't easy for them to calm down, and they couldn't let this human ruin their peaceful days. 

"What if I say that setting up my territory here is also beneficial to you?" Leng ruoxue threw out a huge 

bait. 

"What good does it do for us?" The mother wolf asked curiously. Although the other giant wolves didn't 

say anything, they were also curious. 

"I'm an Alchemist. " Leng ruoxue said softly. 

"Alchemist? This identity is indeed quite tempting. " The female Wolf pondered for a moment before 

telling the truth. Alchemists were highly respected in both the human domain and the Beast clan. Those 

alchemists with good reputation and character were also treated with respect by the beasts. After all, no 

human or beast could live without Pills. The fact that this woman was an Alchemist made some of the 

beasts happy, but it was not absolute. 

It continued,"even if you're an Alchemist, it's impossible for you to convince all the beasts in the land of 

evil demons to agree to you setting up your territory here. If any race objects, then your days here won't 

be easy. After all, the beasts in the land of evil demons are one and share both honor and disgrace!" 

"I understand. If you're willing to help me introduce them to me, not only will I return your precious son 

to you in one piece, I will also give you some medicinal pills as a reward. How about it?" Leng ruoxue 

tried to entice her. She believed that the benefits she offered would definitely attract this female Wolf. 

"This ... I can't make the decision myself. I need to go back and discuss it with the elders." The female 

Wolf said calmly. In fact, she was very excited. After all, it was rare for an Alchemist to be willing to give 

them pills. However, she didn't want this human woman to see through her. Otherwise, she wouldn't be 

able to take the initiative. She was quite a scheming person. 

"Sure, when will you give me an answer?" Leng ruoxue nodded and asked. 

"Within three days," The mother wolf thought for a moment and said. 

"Alright," he said. Leng ruoxue agreed and passed the little Wolf to the mother wolf. 

The mother wolf held the little Wolf in her arms and looked at Leng ruoxue in surprise. She never 

thought that this human woman would return her child to her. Was she not afraid that she would never 

return? Thinking of this, it hugged the wolf Cub tightly and asked curiously,""If I don't keep my son as a 

hostage, aren't you afraid that I won't give you an answer?" 

"Don't doubt a man, and don't use a man you doubt. Since I've given you time, I naturally believe that 

you're a Beastie who keeps your word. Moreover, if your son stays with me, I still have to feed him well. 

It's really too much of a loss. So, you'd better raise him yourself!" Leng ruoxue teased them jokingly. 

Even though it was a joke, it was partly true. The way the fire Wolf father and son ate had really 

frightened her. It would probably cost a lot of money to raise these two gluttons, so she gave up on it 

after some thought. 



When the mother wolf heard Leng ruoxue's disdain for her son, she did not get angry. Instead, she 

smiled and asked,""If there's a result, How do I contact you? Are we still here to find you?" 

"No, there's a house not far from here. You can just send your subordinates there to find me!" Leng 

ruoxue said after some thought. 

"Alright!" The mother wolf nodded and led the other wolves out of the place. Before they left, the Little 

Red Wolf in the mother Wolf's arms was still reluctant to part with Leng ruoxue. It looked at Leng 

ruoxue with resentment as if she had done something to let it down. Leng ruoxue was speechless when 

she saw this. 

After the Wolf Pack left, the demon said with disappointment,""I thought there would be a fierce battle! 

In the end, nothing happened. " 

"Hahaha! That Little Wolf is in our hands, so that female Wolf wouldn't dare to attack us. Moreover, we 

didn't hurt her son at all, so she has no reason to take the initiative to attack us. " Leng ruoxue explained 

with a smile. 

"Xue 'er, you've returned that gluttonous Little Wolf to it. Do you think it'll come after us to settle the 

score and find trouble with us?" The demon said with some anticipation. His hands were a little itchy. 

"I won 't! It wouldn't risk the lives of the wolf Clan for a human it doesn't know. Besides, we didn't do 

anything, so it doesn't have that much hatred for us. Besides, didn't I tell it that I'm an Alchemist? It 

knows my identity and is very happy!" Leng ruoxue said. When she had revealed her identity, the 

surprise in the female Wolf's eyes had not escaped her eyes. 

Chapter 1820 Shameful Behavior (4) 

"If that's the case, then I won't be able to fight?" The demon said gloomily. 

"I won 't! Not all beasts will welcome our existence. " Leng ruoxue said with a smile. Since the evildoer 

wanted to fight, they would leave the other beasts who did not welcome them to the evildoer. She was 

a pacifist. She would either not fight or not give her opponent a chance to turn the tables! 

"Mm, that makes sense. I only hope that those Beastie who don't welcome us can take a beating. 

Otherwise, I'll be disappointed." The demon laughed evilly. 

"I hope they won't let you down." Leng ruoxue teased. Following that, the two of them packed up their 

things and entered the bracelet to rest. 

They returned to the house the next morning. 

After seeing them, master ning's face darkened as he circled Leng ruoxue a few times. However, he did 

not say a word, which made Leng ruoxue confused! 

"Godfather! What's the matter?" Leng ruoxue's heart was trembling. What was wrong with Godfather? 

How had she offended him? 

"Hehe! Little girl! The ning family's kid is jealous. Yesterday, you two went to have some alone time, but 

left us here, so he's angry. " Uncle long explained with a smile. When the master of the ning family 

heard his words, he snorted arrogantly and walked away. 
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"Uh!" Leng ruoxue was speechless as she watched her Godfather's back view. It was clearly her 

Godfather who said he was tired and wanted to rest. How could they be the ones who abandoned him? 

"Hehe! Little girl, ignore him. Come, tell uncle long, what did you do yesterday?" Uncle long asked 

curiously. These two little guys didn't come back last night! 

"En!" Leng ruoxue nodded. Then, she told uncle long about their encounter with the fire Wolf Clan in the 

forest. After listening, uncle long pondered for a moment before he slapped his thigh and said,""Girl, 

you're so lucky! The fire wolves are one of the major races in the demon lands, and they have a very 

high status there. If they agree to let you set up your territory here, the smaller beast clans that are 

attached to them will naturally agree as well. At that time, your resistance will be much smaller. " 

"I thought so too, but that female Fire Wolf didn't agree immediately. I even asked it to help introduce 

me to the other beast clans. It said it would go back and discuss with the elders, but from its expression 

at that time, it was very satisfied with my identity as an Alchemist." Leng ruoxue analyzed. 

"Don't worry! They'll definitely agree. Having an Alchemist as their neighbor is a blessing to any beast. 

Only a fool would refuse!" Uncle long said with certainty. As a Beastie, he naturally understood the 

importance of being an Alchemist. No Beastie could reject the friendship of an Alchemist. However, the 

prerequisite was that The Alchemist must be worthy of Beastie's friendship. And this little girl, Leng 

ruoxue, definitely had the ability to do so. 

"But girl! The ning family's boy's condition is that you have to subdue a beast clan before he will agree to 

you setting up your territory here. So, it's not enough to just get those beasts to agree to you setting up 

your territory here, you also have to find a way to subdue them. " Uncle long reminded him. 

"I understand. Befriending them is just the first step. I'm going to use Cannonball to slowly capture them 

and make them take the initiative to recognize me as their master." Leng ruoxue's smile was like a sly 

little fox. 

"Hehe! Little girl, you're right to think this way. After this period of time together, I even want to 

recognize you as my master, let alone them! In my opinion, the beasts here will be yours sooner or 

later!" Uncle long said half-jokingly. 

"Uncle long! I'm treating you as my elder. " Uncle Long's words caused Leng ruoxue's heart to palpitate 

as she hurriedly replied. 

"I know, but, for me to have such a thought, doesn't it mean that you are worthy of the Beastie's 

recognition! I've lived for so long, and I've seen too many people. There are all kinds of humans, and 

none of their qualities can escape my fiery eyes. As for you, I can't find any problems with you. " Uncle 

long said emotionally. 

"Uncle long! No one is perfect. " Leng ruoxue said, feeling a little embarrassed. Uncle Long's words made 

her face blush. 

"Hahaha! Yes, you love money a little, but you did it in a proper way. " Uncle long said with a smile. He 

was in a good mood. 

"Uh!" Hearing this, Leng ruoxue's forehead was filled with black lines. That was the truth. Who asked her 

to feed so many people and beasts! 



The day passed by quickly under Leng ruoxue and uncle Long's teasing. 

The next day. 

The fire Wolf clan's representative came looking for him. 

 The representative sent by the fire Wolf Clan this time was a young fire Wolf with a handsome 

appearance and a strong body. The long red fur on its body was even more dazzling than flames! Leng 

ruoxue's eyes were filled with envy. She had no choice. Who asked her to be unable to reject furry little 

animals! And this fire Wolf looked so powerful. Compared to the male Fire Wolf yesterday, one was in 

the sky and the other was on the ground. There was no comparison at all. 

Looking at this young and strong male Fire Wolf, Leng ruoxue could not help but doubt the taste of the 

female Wolf from yesterday. However, it was possible that she liked such a heavy taste. This was purely 

a matter of personal preference. 

"Dear lady Alchemist, I'm Huo ke. The female Wolf you saw the day before yesterday is my sister, Huo 

Qiong." Huo ke bowed to Leng ruoxue very politely. 

"Hello, no need to be so polite. You can just call me Leng ruoxue." Leng ruoxue said hurriedly. It was rare 

to see such a polite Beastie, and she had a very good impression of Huo ke. At least this fellow was very 

normal. 

"Miss Leng, since you're so forthright, then I'll be direct." Huo ke said directly. 

"Yes." Leng ruoxue nodded. She really liked Huo ke's straightforward personality. 

"Young miss Leng, I heard that you are an Alchemist. May I take the liberty to ask your level?" After 

hesitating for a while, Huo ke asked with an apologetic look. 

 


